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BRINGING THE SAP
ECOSYSTEM TOGETHER
Three days. 90+ hours of content. Incredible networking.

SUPPORTED BY

ONAIR 12–14 OCT

At a time of great uncertainty for many industries,
we’re on a mission to unlock and realise the
potential of technology for the betterment of
people, businesses and the world.
For the first time ever, we’re bringing the thriving
Mastering SAP community together online –
1000+ people, 3 days, 90 hours of brilliant
content and a plethora of unrivalled networking
opportunities – to celebrate the talent, innovation
and ideas literally transforming the way we work.
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UNRIVALLED
NETWORK

THRIVING COMMUNITY
At the heart of Mastering SAP is a fundamental belief in
the power of people. It’s this spirit of community that en-

1000+

courages people to break through barriers, engage in brave

experts.

conversations and form lasting relationships.

SAP

customers,

Sharing

partners

valuable

and

knowledge,

learning new ways and making meaningful connections. Creating a powerful and

Where minds and hearts open, and communities of common interest thrive.

vibrant networking environment, and a
climate where ideas and people grow.

BRILLIANT CONTENT
90+ hours of meticulously researched content. Served to
you via novel channels and discovery-learning formats. Featuring SAP customers, partners, leadership experts, neuroscientists and change managers.

Celebrating the talent, innovation and ideas
that are literally transforming the way we
work.
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Someone in this community
has the answer to your greatest
challenge.

HOW IT WORKS
The program has been designed for maximum engagement, learning,
networking and business. We’ve spent 4 months understanding how to
transform ‘physical’ to ‘digital’ – and we’re confident you’re going to love it!

17 Aug → 12 Oct

12 Oct → 14 Oct (4 hrs p/day)

15 Oct → Mastering SAP 2021

BUILD UP

DIGITAL EVENT

ONGOING

• Learning and sharing start 8 weeks out. All
attendees join small and intimate roundtable
groups, moderated by a domain expert, structured around hot topics
• Dialogue also begins via our discussion platform based on communities of interest: function, role or industry

• All up, 90+ hours of content from 100+ speakers
• Speaker quality boosted with well-known international experts (previously not on program)
• Novel content delivery designed for engagement (25min, 15min and 10min sessions)
• Matchmaking recommendations based on
common interests to help you make amazing
connections
• 1.2.1 or group networking via video meetings in
a private and secure area
• Access to ask-the-experts area
• Build and personalise your own experience
• Participation in workshops
• Review and evaluate SAP and partner demos
and offerings in virtual solutions showcase
• Invite-only discussion groups around specific
SAP topics
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• Attendees to continue dialogue and networking via platform
• No need to worry about which speaker or session you’re missing out on. You’ll have access
to all content for twelve whole months on
demand. Plus, there’ll be additional content,
white papers, valuable templates, screen shots
and demos. Unimaginable in a physical
environment.

Discover our

COMMUNITIES
FINANCIALS

TECHNOLOGIES

HR & PAYROLL

SECURITY & RISK

BUSINESS ANALYTICS

PUBLIC SECTOR
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Knowledge and Experience from

SAP CUSTOMERS & EXPERTS

TIMO ELLIOTT (FRA)

BRIGITTE COLOMBO (NZ)

DAVID ROBERTS (USA)

KATHERINE LOVE

VP – Global Innovation
Evangelist

Chief Information Officer

North American VP of Strategy
& Architecture

Transformation Program
Director

SAP America

Office of State Revenue

SAP

Powerco
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Wisdom and Thought Leadership from

THE VERY BEST

SINDHU GANGADHARAN (IND)

JASON AVERBOOK (USA)

MICO YUK (USA)

DAVID AXSON (USA)

Senior VP and Managing
Director

Renowned HR Tech

Chief Data Storyteller & CIO

Accenture’s Fmr Global Head

Thought Leader

BI Brainz Group

Finance and Enterprise
Performance

SAP Labs India
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Designed for online learning & engagement

VIA 6 NOVEL DELIVERY
FORMATS
1

4

Inspire
25-minute inspirational keynote delivered by worldleading experts

2

10-minute feedback on questions posed in the preevent roundtables
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Perspectives
20-minute interview with two customers’ alternative
approaches to success
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Replay

Tips & Tricks
10-minute top things to know based on crowd-sourced
hot topics
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In Depth
20-minute Q&A investigating one customer case study

Roundtables
60-minute small, moderated discussion groups, held
in the 8 weeks prior to Mastering SAP OnAir
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Hosted and anchored by

ANDREW DADDO
Thriving community,
brilliant content,
unrivalled network.
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Supported by a powerful

PARTNER ECOSYSTEM

Part of Accenture

For SAP Business Suite
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www.masteringsapconference.com/msap/aus

